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Abstract

Cognitive control is built upon the interactions of multiple brain regions. It is cur-

rently unclear whether the involved regions are temporally separable in relation to

different cognitive processes and how these regions are temporally associated in

relation to different task performances. Here, using stop-signal task data acquired

from 119 healthy participants, we showed that concurrent and poststop cognitive

controls were associated with temporally distinct but interrelated neural mechanisms.

Specifically, concurrent cognitive control activated regions in the cingulo-opercular

network (including the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex [dACC], insula, and thalamus),

together with superior temporal gyrus, secondary motor areas, and visual cortex;

while regions in the fronto-parietal network (including the lateral prefrontal cortex

[lPFC] and inferior parietal lobule) and cerebellum were only activated during

poststop cognitive control. The associations of activities between concurrent and

poststop regions were dependent on task performance, with the most notable differ-

ence in the cerebellum. Importantly, while concurrent and poststop signals were sig-

nificantly correlated during successful cognitive control, concurrent activations

during erroneous trials were only correlated with posterror activations in the fronto-

parietal network but not cerebellum. Instead, the cerebellar activation during

posterror cognitive control was likely to be driven secondarily by posterror activation

in the lPFC. Further, a dynamic causal modeling analysis demonstrated that post-

success cognitive control was associated with inhibitory connectivity from the lPFC

to cerebellum, while excitatory connectivity from the lPFC to cerebellum was present

during posterror cognitive control. Overall, these findings suggest dissociable but

temporally related neural mechanisms underlying concurrent, postsuccess, and

posterror cognitive control processes in healthy individuals.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Successful cognitive control in humans depends on consistently and

effectively monitoring performance to adjust one's thoughts and

behaviors. While the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) has been

the major focus of cognitive control in the literature (M. M. Botvinick,

Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Carter et al., 1998; Carter & van Veen, 2007;

Kerns et al., 2004), other areas such as ventro- and dorsolateral pre-

frontal cortex (vlPFC, dlPFC), anterior insula, posterior cerebellum,

inferior parietal lobule (IPL), supplementary motor area (SMA), and

thalamus have also been shown to be involved in performance moni-

toring (Ide & Li, 2011; Kerns et al., 2004; Menon, Adleman, White,

Glover, & Reiss, 2001; Taylor, Stern, & Gehring, 2007). Part of these

areas constitute two fundamental cognitive control networks in

humans generally referred to as the cingulo-opercular network and

the fronto-parietal network (Dosenbach, Fair, Cohen, Schlaggar, &

Petersen, 2008). Notably, dysfunction in both networks, together with

other regions such as cerebellum, has been implicated in a variety of

common mental disorders including schizophrenia (Becerril &

Barch, 2013; H. Cao et al., 2018; H. Cao et al., 2019), obsessive com-

pulsive disorder (Anticevic et al., 2014; Carlisi et al., 2017; Sha

et al., 2020), autism (Carlisi et al., 2017; Ito et al., 2017; Lynch

et al., 2017), and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Duan

et al., 2018; Mostert et al., 2016). Such dysfunction has been hypoth-

esized to be a core contributor to cognitive deficits in these disorders

(H; Cao & Cannon, 2019), making the study of neural mechanisms

underlying cognitive control processes particularly interesting in both

cognitive and clinical neuroscience.

An unsolved question, however, is whether the functional engage-

ment of relevant regions during a cognitive control task has different

meanings in support of goal-directed behaviors. Specifically, a conflict

during the task may generate neural activities associated with two con-

secutive cognitive processes: activities facilitating the detection and

monitoring of concurrently unexpected information, and activities

aiming at solving such unexpected input in order to prevent behavior

from derailing (Carter & van Veen, 2007). To date, little has been known

as which brain regions are involved in each of these two processes. A

series of early studies focusing on the dACC and lPFC have suggested

distinct roles of these two areas during cognitive control

(M. M. Botvinick et al., 2004; Carter et al., 1998; Carter & van

Veen, 2007; Garavan, Ross, Murphy, Roche, & Stein, 2002; Kerns

et al., 2004; MacDonald 3rd, Cohen, Stenger, & Carter, 2000). In partic-

ular, conflict-related activity in the dACC has been shown to signifi-

cantly predict lPFC activity in the following nonconflict trials (Kerns

et al., 2004), suggesting that the function of dACC is more specific to

concurrent cognitive control, while the function of lPFC is more specific

to postconflict cognitive control. However, except for dACC and lPFC,

little research has been performed to investigate the roles of other

regions activated during a cognitive control task. Therefore, the first aim

of this study was to investigate whether activations of different regions

generally signify a “detection” signal or an “adaption” signal, and how

the regions involved in temporally separate cognitive processes are

interrelated over time in orchestrating cognitive control behaviors.

While unsuccessful cognitive control leads to errors in behaviors,

the neural mechanisms underlying successful and unsuccessful cogni-

tive controls are considered to be dissociable (Garavan, Ross, Kauf-

man, & Stein, 2003; Garavan et al., 2002; Hendrick, Ide, Luo, &

Li, 2010; Mathalon, Whitfield, & Ford, 2003; Y. Zhang et al., 2017).

The distinction in neural mechanism seems to be particularly repre-

sented by the differential associations between activities of concur-

rent cognitive control and those of postconflict/stop cognitive

control. For instance, Hendrick et al. (2010) reported that the activa-

tions of lPFC during posterror trials and postsuccess trials are likely to

be triggered by different preceding activations. This implies that the

brain is likely to dynamically change its connectivity patterns to sub-

serve posterror cognitive control in order for behavioral adjustment.

Based on this assumption, the second aim of this study was therefore

to examine whether and how the connectivity patterns are different

between postsuccess trials and posterror trials among regions acti-

vated during a cognitive control task.

Here, we sought to investigate these questions in a sample of

119 healthy subjects who underwent functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) scans with a stop-signal task. The trials were separated

by whether they were currently eliciting a stop signal or immediately

followed a stop signal, and by whether the task response was correct

or not, thereby generating 2 × 2 contrasts measuring concurrent cor-

rect cognitive control, concurrent incorrect cognitive control, poststop

cognitive control for prior success, and poststop cognitive control for

prior error, respectively. We examined the neural correlates of these

contrasts and investigated how the brain regions activated during dif-

ferent contrasts were temporally associated. Based on these findings,

we further used dynamic causal modeling (DCM) to examine how the

effective connectivity between these regions were modulated by dif-

ferent task conditions. We hypothesized the presence of distinct but

temporally associated brain regions in relation to concurrent and

poststop monitoring, and different connectivity patterns between cor-

rect and erroneous trials.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Subjects and paradigm

This study included 119 healthy subjects (age 31.78 ± 8.83 years,

64 males) drawn from the Consortium for Neuropsychiatric

Phenomics (CNP) dataset (https://openneuro.org/datasets/

ds000030). All participants provided written informed consent follow-

ing procedures approved by the Institutional Review Board at Univer-

sity of California, Los Angeles. For details of this public dataset see

previous publications (Gorgolewski, Durnez, & Poldrack, 2017;

Poldrack et al., 2016). In particular, all subjects in the present sample

completed a stop-signal task. During the task, the subjects were asked

to press either left or right button according to the directionality of

the arrows shown on the screen, but to withhold the response when

an arrow was followed by a “stop-signal” tone. The delay between

the arrow and the “stop-signal” tone (“stop-signal delay,” SSD) was
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tailored for each individual to ensure that all subjects successfully

inhibited on approximately half of the “stop” trials. In case of a suc-

cessful inhibition, the SSD would be increased, while an unsuccessful

inhibition would lead to a decrease of SSD. The task consisted of a

total of 96 “go” trials and 32 “stop” trials, with each arrow lasting for

1 s and jittered interstimulus interval ranging between 0.5 and 4 s.

2.2 | Data acquisition

The fMRI data were acquired from the 3T Siemens Trio scanners

using echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with the following parame-

ters: TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90�, matrix = 64 × 64,

FOV = 192 mm, slice thickness = 4 mm, and 34 slices. In addition,

high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired using

the following sequence: TR = 1.9 s, TE = 2.26 ms, FOV = 250 mm,

matrix = 256 × 256, slice thickness = 1 mm, and 176 slices.

2.3 | Behavioral data processing

To ensure poststop cognitive control effects during the task, we first

computed “go”-trial reaction times (RTs) immediately following “go”
trials, “stop” trials, correct trials, and erroneous trials. We expected to

see significantly slower RTs for trials following stops and errors com-

pared with those following go and correct responses.

2.4 | Imaging data processing

Data preprocessing was performed using the standard pipeline

implemented in the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM12,

https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). In brief, fMRI images were slice-

time corrected, realigned for head motion, registered to the individual

T1-weighted structural images, and spatially normalized to the Mon-

treal Neurological Institute (MNI) template. Finally, the normalized

images were spatially smoothed with an 8 mm full-width at half-

maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. The preprocessed data were then

scrutinized for head motion. In particular, we calculated the frame-

wise displacement (FD) for each individual based on the previous defi-

nition (Power et al., 2014). Two subjects had mean FD >0.26 mm and

were excluded from the further analysis. The threshold was chosen as

the mean FD of all subjects plus three times the standard deviation.

We modeled the following task conditions for each subject: suc-

cessful “go” condition (“Hit”), unsuccessful “go” condition (“Miss”),
successful “stop” condition (correct rejection, “CR”), and unsuccessful

“stop” condition (false alarm, “FA”). For the “Hit” condition, we fur-

ther modeled three subconditions: trials preceded by successful “go”
(“post-Hit”), trials preceded by successful “stop” (“post-CR”), and tri-

als preceded by unsuccessful “stop” (“post-FA”). Notably, only

approximately 2% of total “go” trials (�1 trial per subject) were in the

“Miss” condition. Due to the extremely small number of trials, the

“Miss” condition was not considered in the subsequent activation and

connectivity analyses. The “CR” and “FA” conditions comprised 49%

and 51% of the total “stop” trials, respectively.
The first-level general linear model was performed on the

preprocessed images where all task conditions were included as

regressors after convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response

function at each trial. In addition, the 24 head motion parameters

(i.e., the 6 rigid-body parameters generated from the realignment step,

their first derivatives, and the squares of these 12 parameters) and

the FD at each time point were also included in the model to mitigate

potential head motion effects. The images were then high-pass fil-

tered at 0.008 Hz. We subsequently computed two sets of contrasts

for each subject, detailed as below.

1. To assess concurrent cognitive control: “CR” + “FA” vs. “Hit”
(modeling overall concurrent cognitive control), “CR” vs. “Hit”
(modeling successful concurrent cognitive control), and “FA”
vs. “Hit” (modeling unsuccessful concurrent cognitive control);

2. To assess poststop cognitive control: “post-CR” + “post-FA”
vs. “post-Hit” (modeling overall poststop cognitive control), “post-
CR” vs. “post-Hit” (modeling poststop cognitive control for prior

success), and “post-FA” vs. “post-Hit” (modeling poststop cogni-

tive control for prior error).

These computed contrast images were then entered into random-

effects second-level analyses to examine significantly activated

regions for each contrast. Statistical significance was determined after

correction for family-wise error (FWE) across all voxels in the brain.

For significantly activated regions, percent signal changes were

extracted and Pearson correlations were performed to investigate the

relationships between signal changes during concurrent cognitive con-

trol and those during poststop cognitive control. The analysis was per-

formed for CR/post-CR and FA/post-FA separately. p values were

reported after FWE correction across all performed correlation ana-

lyses (see Section 3).

2.5 | Dynamic causal modeling

Based on the observed correlations between concurrent and poststop

activations (see Section 3 and Figures 2 and 3), we further investi-

gated how the effective connectivity between lPFC and cerebellum

was modulated by poststop trials. Here, nodes were defined by two

steps. First, we extracted the activated clusters from the group-level

contrast maps, thresholded at pFWE <.05. The extracted clusters were

then superimposed on the anatomical masks of relevant regions

defined by the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas. The overlaps

between the functional clusters and the anatomical masks were sub-

sequently extracted as group-level ROIs. Second, for each individual,

we searched for the peak activation voxels within the group-level

ROIs. A sphere was subsequently drawn with a 5 mm radius centering

on each peak voxel, and the time series were extracted from the

derived spheres. The time series were further corrected for 24 head

motion parameters and FD, and were used for the DCM analysis.
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DCM is a Bayesian statistic-based approach to examine how a

brain region intrinsically exerts influence over another and how such

influence is modulated by an experimental condition (Friston, Harri-

son, & Penny, 2003; Stephan et al., 2010; Zeidman et al., 2019). In

particular, DCM models three brain dynamics: (1) the intrinsic effec-

tive connectivity between brain regions; (2) the driving input of an

experimental condition on brain regions themselves; and (3) the mod-

ularity effect of an experimental condition on the coupling between

brain regions. Here, we considered bidirectional intrinsic connectivity

between the two regions. In terms of the correlation results, driving

input was modeled to the lPFC and modulatory effect was modeled

to the connectivity from lPFC to cerebellum during post-FA. During

post-CR, three possibilities were considered for driving input, namely,

input to the lPFC, input to the cerebellum, and input to both regions.

Similarly, three possibilities were considered for modulatory effect

(i.e., effect on connectivity from lPFC to cerebellum, effect on connec-

tivity from cerebellum to lPFC, and effect on both directions). This

generated a total of 3 × 3 = 9 models for each individual. An illustra-

tion for all defined models is present in Figure 4a.

The inference of optimal model structure was performed using

random-effects Bayesian model selection (BMS), which is based on

the comparison of model evidence that represents a trade-off

between model accuracy and model complexity, given the present

data (Stephan et al., 2010; Stephan, Penny, Daunizeau, Moran, &

Friston, 2009). Under the framework of BMS, the optimal model is

determined by the protected exceedance probability, which quantifies

the probability that one model is more likely than the others in the

comparison set, corrected for an overconfidence bias (Rigoux, Step-

han, Friston, & Daunizeau, 2014). After the optimal model structure

was determined, Bayesian model averaging (BMA) was used to calcu-

late group-level model parameters. Since the optimal model structure

for a single individual may differ from that at the group level, the

BMA is an effective approach to account for heterogeneity in model

structures between individuals and provides weighted averages of

each model parameter based on the entire comparison set, where the

weights are decided by the posterior probability of each model (Penny

et al., 2010; Stephan et al., 2010). For the derived intrinsic connectiv-

ity and driving inputs, one-sample t tests were subsequently per-

formed to investigate whether they were significantly different from

zero. For the derived modularity effects, paired t tests were employed

to investigate whether they were significantly different between

post-CR and post-FA. Significance was determined after FWE correc-

tion across the examined DCM parameters.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Task performance

As expected, significant poststop and posterror slow-down was evi-

dent during the task. Specifically, the mean RT for the “poststop” trials
was 520 ms, compared to 479 ms for the “postgo” trials (paired t test

p <.001). Similarly, the mean RTs for the “posterror” and

“postsuccess” trials were 518 ms and 501 ms, respectively (paired

t test p <.001), suggesting strong effects for poststop and posterror

cognitive controls.

3.2 | Activation maps

3.2.1 | Concurrent cognitive control

For overall concurrent cognitive control (“CR” + “FA” vs. “Hit”), suc-
cessful concurrent cognitive control (“CR” vs. “Hit”), and unsuccessful

concurrent cognitive control (“FA” vs. “Hit”), significant activations

were observed in the cingulo-opercular network, in particular the

dACC, insula, and thalamus. In addition to the regions traditionally

defined as part of the cingulo-opercular network (Dosenbach

et al., 2008), significant activations were also observed in the superior

temporal gyrus (STG), secondary motor areas including SMA and

premotor cortex, and in part of the visual cortex including the cuneus

and lingual gyrus (all pFWE <.05, Figure 1a). In contrast, regions in the

fronto-parietal network and cerebellum were not activated during

concurrent cognitive control.

3.2.2 | Poststop cognitive control

In terms of poststop cognitive control, we observed completely differ-

ent activation patterns compared with concurrent cognitive control.

Specifically, the fronto-parietal network including the dlPFC, vlPFC,

and posterior parietal cortex was significantly activated for overall

poststop cognitive control (“post-CR” + “post-FA” vs. “post-Hit”),
poststop cognitive control for prior success (“post-CR” vs. “post-Hit”),
and poststop cognitive control for prior error (“post-FA” vs. “post-
Hit”). In addition, the posterior cerebellum was also significantly acti-

vated during poststop cognitive control (all pFWE <.05, Figure 1b), and

the activation was chiefly located at the fronto-parietal system of cer-

ebellum according to a previous parcellation (Ji et al., 2019). In con-

trast, no activation in the cingulo-opercular network was observed.

Details on activated peak voxels for all contrasts are listed in Table 1.

3.3 | Associations between concurrent and
poststop activations

The activation results clearly showed six major clusters for concurrent

cognitive control, namely, the dACC, STG, insula, thalamus, cuneus,

and SMA, and three major clusters for poststop cognitive control,

namely, the cerebellum, lPFC, and IPL. To investigate whether and

how the activations during concurrent and poststop cognitive controls

were related, we calculated percent signal changes for each of the

nine regions by drawing a 5 mm radius sphere around the peak voxels

in each cluster, and examined the correlations of signal changes

between concurrent and poststop control regions. We found that for

correct trials (CR and post-CR), concurrent signal changes were
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significantly correlated with poststop signal changes in all three post-

activated regions (R >.26, PFWE <.05, corrected across 6 × 3 = 18 com-

parisons, Figure 2). However, for incorrect trials (FA and post-FA),

concurrent signal changes were only correlated with poststop signal

changes in the lPFC and IPL (R >.33, PFWE <.01, Figure 3), while no

correlations of concurrent signal changes with cerebellum were

observed. These findings suggest that postsuccess and posterror acti-

vations in the cerebellum are possibly related to distinct neural

mechanisms.

Given that posterror activation in the cerebellum was not related

to any of concurrent activations, we hypothesized that the detected

cerebellar activation may be driven secondarily by other regions dur-

ing posterror cognitive control. To test this, we further correlated sig-

nal changes in the lPFC and IPL with those in the cerebellum. The

result demonstrated a significant correlation between lPFC and cere-

bellum (R = .43, PFWE <.001, Figure 3) and trend-level between IPL

and cerebellum (R = .18, PFWE = .05), suggesting that the posterror cer-

ebellar activation is mainly related to posterror activation in the lPFC.

3.4 | Dynamic causal modeling

According to the results from the correlation analyses, we used DCM

to estimate how effective connectivity between lPFC and cerebellum

was differentially modulated by postsuccess and posterror cognitive

controls. The BMS identified a clearly winning model with the protec-

ted exceedance probability of 0.73. Specifically, the winning model

demonstrated remarkable differences in model structure between

post-CR and post-FA (Figure 4b). In contrast to post-FA which input

to the lPFC and affected top-down connectivity from lPFC to cerebel-

lum, the post-CR condition exerted its driving input to the cerebellum

and modulated connectivity of both directions (from lPFC to

F IGURE 1 Activation maps for the modeled contrasts in the stop-signal task. (a) For concurrent cognitive control, significant activations were
shown in the cingulo-opercular network, in particular the anterior cingulate cortex, insula, and thalamus, as well as the superior temporal gyrus,
supplementary motor area and visual cortex. (b) In contrast, poststop cognitive control was associated with significant activations in the fronto-
parietal network and cerebellum. The maps are thresholded at voxel-level pFWE <.05 across the whole brain
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TABLE 1 Full list of activated peak voxels for all examined contrasts in the stop-signal task, thresholded at pFWE <.05 cross all voxels in the
brain

Cluster size Peak voxel region MNI coordinates (x, y, z) T value pFWE

Overall concurrent cognitive control (CR + FA > Hit)

9,307 R. Superior temporal gyrus 62 −22 6 19.76 <.001

R. Insula 52 −10 0 15.92 <.001

6,831 L. Superior temporal gyrus −60 −30 10 19.90 <.001

L. Transverse temporal gyrus −44 −30 8 17.55 <.001

L. Insula −48 −14 0 16.08 <.001

2,211 R. Anterior cingulate cortex 8 18 40 9.97 <.001

R. Supplementary motor area 14 8 66 8.46 <.001

102 L. Premotor cortex −40 −2 46 6.69 <.001

816 L. Thalamus −4 −30 −6 8.57 <.001

R. Thalamus 14 −24 −8 7.86 <.001

112 R. Lentiform nucleus 12 8 −10 7.51 <.001

330 L. Cuneus −8 −76 12 6.52 <.001

L. Posterior cingulate cortex −16 −68 6 6.35 <.001

L. Lingual gyrus −20 −48 −4 5.56 <.001

43 L. Precuneus −8 −46 50 6.41 <.001

99 R. Parahippocampal gyrus 24 −52 2 6.30 <.001

60 L. Supplementary motor area −12 2 72 5.66 .004

55 L. Lentiform nucleus −12 6 0 5.49 .007

3 R. Posterior cingulate cortex 14 −66 10 5.15 .027

2 L. Inferior parietal lobule −64 −30 36 5.11 .031

5 R. Lingual gyrus 18 −42 −8 5.07 .036

3 R. Precuneus 16 −68 36 5.05 .039

Successful concurrent cognitive control (CR > Hit)

7,947 R. Superior temporal gyrus 64 −22 6 17.95 <.001

4,166 L. Superior temporal gyrus −58 −32 10 17.68 <.001

L. Transverse temporal gyrus −42 −28 8 17.58 <.001

1,262 L. Lentiform nucleus −32 24 0 13.49 <.001

L. Insula −32 18 10 11.41 <.001

893 R. Anterior cingulate cortex 6 18 44 8.31 <.001

R. Supplementary motor area 16 6 66 7.63 <.001

110 L. Inferior frontal gyrus −40 −2 46 7.25 <.001

223 L. Cuneus −10 −94 −2 7.09 <.001

78 R. Lingual gyrus 18 −88 −6 6.29 <.001

151 L. Thalamus −12 −28 −6 6.19 <.001

R. Thalamus 6 −22 −4 5.98 <.001

32 L. Precuneus −6 −48 52 5.93 .001

66 L. Anterior cingulate cortex −2 34 20 5.51 .007

9 L. Middle frontal gyrus −40 12 24 5.19 .023

Unsuccessful concurrent cognitive control (FA > Hit)

6,464 L. Superior temporal gyrus −62 −24 10 16.63 <.001

L. Transverse temporal gyrus −44 −30 8 14.14 <.001

7,875 R. Superior temporal gyrus 64 −22 8 16.90 <.001

R. Insula 34 26 0 13.53 <.001

1796 R. Anterior cingulate cortex 8 18 40 8.20 <.001

L. Anterior cingulate cortex −4 24 24 7.36 <.001

L. Supplementary motor area −2 12 52 7.88 <.001
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Cluster size Peak voxel region MNI coordinates (x, y, z) T value pFWE

74 R. Middle frontal gyrus 42 6 42 6.33 <.001

819 L. Thalamus −4 −30 −6 8.73 <.001

R. Thalamus 10 −26 −8 8.52 <.001

313 L. Posterior cingulate cortex −16 −66 6 6.69 <.001

L. Cuneus −8 −76 12 6.33 <.001

L. Parahippocampal gyrus −20 −50 −2 6.15 <.001

106 R. Parahippocampal gyrus 22 −54 2 6.67 <.001

42 R. Lentiform nucleus 12 6 −10 6.14 <.001

61 L. Inferior frontal gyrus −44 12 22 5.86 .002

19 R. Posterior cingulate cortex 12 −66 12 5.42 .009

11 R. Lingual gyrus 18 −40 −6 5.40 .010

3 L. Precuneus −8 −46 50 5.15 .026

8 L. Lentiform gyrus −10 8 −4 5.08 .033

1 R. Precuneus 18 −68 36 4.97 .049

Overall poststop cognitive control (post-CR + post-FA vs. post-Hit)

2,168 R. inferior parietal lobule 44 −46 58 10.05 <.001

3,077 R. Middle frontal gyrus 38 54 −4 9.78 <.001

R. Superior frontal gyrus 46 34 32 9.44 <.001

2,961 L. Cerebellum, crus 1 −18 −80 −28 9.48 <.001

L. Cerebellum, crus 1 −36 −70 −42 9.11 <.001

687 L. Middle frontal gyrus −40 52 8 8.55 <.001

L. Superior frontal gyrus −34 60 0 7.16 <.001

694 L. Inferior parietal lobule −38 −54 60 8.51 <.001

140 L. Middle occipital gyrus −22 −98 4 6.98 <.001

229 R. Superior frontal gyrus 6 26 66 6.95 <.001

43 R. Inferior frontal gyrus 52 20 −6 6.44 <.001

340 R. Cerebellum, crus 1 34 −58 −42 6.35 <.001

30 R. Middle temporal gyrus 66 −30 −10 6.02 .001

80 R. Middle cingulate cortex 2 −24 −20 5.72 .003

7 L. Inferior frontal gyrus −50 36 −10 5.48 .007

11 R. Caudate 14 10 16 5.43 .009

15 R. Inferior temporal gyrus 58 −24 −24 5.35 .012

19 R. Middle occipital gyrus 28 −94 −2 5.20 .022

3 R. Superior parietal lobule 6 −68 62 5.11 .030

4 R. Cerebellum, lobule 6 28 −60 −32 5.11 .031

2 R. Inferior temporal gyrus 60 −34 −22 5.09 .032

1 R. Cuneus 18 −100 4 5.00 .045

Poststop cognitive control for prior success (post-CR vs. post-Hit)

2,725 R. Middle frontal gyrus 38 52 −4 10.17 <.001

R. Superior frontal gyrus 46 34 30 9.48 <.001

3,092 L. Cerebellum, crus 2 −42 −60 −40 9.54 <.001

L. Cerebellum, crus 1 −18 −80 −28 9.50 <.001

L. Cerebellum, crus 1 −14 −74 −32 8.97 <.001

2,995 R. Inferior parietal lobule 42 −46 58 9.33 <.001

1746 L. Postcentral gyrus −36 −28 54 8.33 <.001

L. Superior parietal lobule −34 −58 60 8.19 <.001

L. Inferior parietal lobule −40 −50 58 8.17 <.001

(Continues)
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cerebellum and from cerebellum to lPFC). Importantly, the connectiv-

ity from lPFC to cerebellum was positively modulated (excited) during

post-FA but negatively modulated (inhibited) during post-CR

(Figure 4b,c).

4 | DISCUSSION

Using a stop-signal task, this study demonstrated that neural mecha-

nisms underlying concurrent and poststop cognitive controls were

both temporally dissociable and related. Specifically, concurrent cogni-

tive control was associated with activations in the cingulo-opercular

network (including the dACC, insula, and thalamus), together with

STG, secondary motor areas and visual cortex; while poststop cogni-

tive control was associated with activations in the fronto-parietal net-

work (including the lPFC and IPL), as well as cerebellum. Importantly,

while concurrent and poststop signals were significantly correlated

during successful cognitive control, concurrent activations during

unsuccessful cognitive control were only correlated with posterror

activations in the lPFC and IPL but not cerebellum. Instead, the cere-

bellar activation during posterror cognitive control was likely to be

driven by increased excitatory connectivity from lPFC to cerebellum.

Together, the present data suggest distinct but temporally associated

neural mechanisms underlying concurrent, postsuccess, and posterror

cognitive control processes in healthy individuals.

Although the two cognitive control networks in humans (cingulo-

opercular and fronto-parietal) have been established for a decade

(Dosenbach et al., 2008), whether and how regions in these networks

are related to temporally different cognitive control processes remain

unclear. The hypothesis that the preceding activity of dACC drives

successive activation in the lPFC to solve an existing conflict has

suggested potentially dissociable functions for (at least some) regions

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Cluster size Peak voxel region MNI coordinates (x, y, z) T value pFWE

698 L. Superior frontal gyrus −34 60 0 8.27 <.001

L. Middle frontal gyrus −38 52 6 7.89 <.001

301 R. Caudate 10 10 10 6.78 <.001

45 R. Superior frontal gyrus 6 26 64 6.24 <.001

372 R. Cerebellum, crus 1 50 −60 −30 6.24 <.001

R. Cerebellum, lobule 8 34 −58 −44 6.20 <.001

29 R. Cerebellum, lobule 6 26 −46 −22 5.84 .002

21 R. Inferior frontal gyrus 52 20 −6 5.84 .002

52 R. Posterior cingulate cortex 2 −28 24 5.82 .002

4 R. Cerebellum, vermis 6 4 −64 −20 5.32 .015

3 L. Insula −50 −18 22 5.29 .016

3 L. Inferior occipital gyrus −44 −82 −14 5.28 .017

3 R. Inferior temporal gyrus 58 −56 −18 5.28 .017

7 L. Caudate −16 6 14 5.26 .019

11 R. Lingual gyrus 6 −96 −4 5.22 .021

6 R. Middle occipital gyrus 16 −100 12 5.15 .028

17 L. Middle occipital gyrus −32 −94 4 5.14 .029

1 L. Lentiform nucleus −24 8 2 5.04 .041

1 R. Medial frontal gyrus 22 46 14 5.01 .046

1 R. Lentiform gyrus 22 10 −6 5.00 .049

Poststop cognitive control for prior failure (post-FA vs. post-Hit)

704 R. Inferior parietal lobule 56 −44 40 7.76 <.001

636 L. Cerebellum, crus 2 −28 −72 −40 7.14 <.001

434 R. Superior frontal gyrus 40 54 14 6.45 <.001

259 R. Middle frontal gyrus 42 50 6 6.22 <.001

21 L. Inferior parietal lobule −40 −56 50 5.80 .002

24 R. Superior frontal gyrus 16 22 60 5.57 .005

9 L. Middle frontal gyrus −42 52 8 5.30 .014

13 L. Inferior parietal lobule −54 −52 48 5.26 .016

1 L. Cerebellum, crus 1 −46 −64 −32 4.96 .049
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in the cingulo-opercular and fronto-parietal networks (Carter & van

Veen, 2007; Kerns et al., 2004; MacDonald 3rd et al., 2000). Highly

parallel to this hypothesis, our work has provided direct evidence that

the two cognitive networks can be separated along the timeline of a

stop-signal task, in which the cingulo-opercular network is specifically

involved in concurrent performance monitoring and fronto-parietal

network is specifically involved in poststop performance monitoring.

This suggests that processing of cognitive control in humans is

associated with two distinct neural systems with temporally different

roles. Notably, this observation agrees strikingly well with current

knowledge on the function of these two networks (Dosenbach

et al., 2006; Dosenbach et al., 2007; Dosenbach et al., 2008). In partic-

ular, the cingulo-opercular network is considered to be critical in

maintaining and stabilizing ongoing tasks in order to reach goal-

directed behaviors, while the fronto-parietal network plays a pivotal

role in initiating and adapting behaviors on a trial-to-trial basis in order

F IGURE 2 Associations between concurrent and poststop activations for correct cognitive control (i.e., CR and post-CR). Signal changes in
concurrently activated regions significantly predicted signal changes in three postactivated regions. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; CRB,
cerebellum; CUN, cuneus; INS, insula; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; STG, superior
temporal gyrus; TLM, thalamus
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to adjust performance. Therefore, the activation of cingulo-opercular

network during concurrent performance monitoring is likely to reflect

neural basis of conflict detection and the engagement of attentional

effort to sustain and complete the ongoing trials, while the activation

of fronto-parietal network during poststop performance monitoring

may relate to corresponding adjustments of behavior for prior con-

flicts and the preparation of upcoming conflict trials.

Besides these two systems, several other regions that are not tra-

ditionally considered as part of these cognitive networks were also

activated during the task, including the secondary motor areas, STG,

F IGURE 3 Associations between concurrent and poststop activations for incorrect cognitive control (i.e., FA and post-FA). Signal changes in
concurrently activated regions significantly predicted signal changes in the prefrontal and parietal cortices but not cerebellum. Instead, posterror
signal changes in the prefrontal cortex were significantly correlated with those in the cerebellum. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; CRB,
cerebellum; CUN, cuneus; INS, insula; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; STG, superior
temporal gyrus; TLM, thalamus
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F IGURE 4 Dynamic causal modeling analysis for prefrontal-cerebellar connectivity during poststop cognitive control. (a) Illustration for the
examined models in the DCM analysis. For posterror cognitive control (post-FA), driving input was fixed to the prefrontal cortex and modularity
effect was fixed on top-down connectivity from the prefrontal cortex to cerebellum, based on correlation results shown in Figure 3. For
postsuccess cognitive control (post-CR), three possibilities were considered for driving input (i.e., input to prefrontal cortex, input to cerebellum,
and input to both) and for modulatory effect (i.e., from prefrontal to cerebellar, from cerebellar to prefrontal, and both directions) separately,
thereby generating a total of nine models. (b) The Bayesian model selection identified a winning model with driving input to cerebellum and
modularity effects on both directions during post-CR. Notably, prefrontal ! cerebellar connectivity was negatively modulated (inhibited) during
post-CR but positively modulated (excited) during post-FA. (c) Group-level parameters (mean ± SD) for the winning model estimated by Bayesian
model averaging. Note that for intrinsic connectivity and driving inputs, significance is based on whether the parameters are different from zero
(one-sample t test); while for modularity effects, significance is based on whether they are different between post-CR and post-FA (paired t test)
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and visual areas during concurrent cognitive control and the posterior

cerebellum during poststop cognitive control. The secondary motor

areas encompassing the premotor cortex and SMA are crucial in plan-

ning, programming, and initiating voluntary movements in humans

(Goldberg, 2010). In terms of cognitive control, these areas serve an

intermediate role connecting the dACC and primary motor cortex to

facilitate motor responses guided by simultaneous detection of con-

flict or incongruent information (Li et al., 2008; Ridderinkhof,

Ullsperger, Crone, & Nieuwenhuis, 2004; Swick & Turken, 2002). The

dysconnectivity between dACC and SMA may contribute to disrup-

tions in error-related negativity and in turn error monitoring perfor-

mance (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Swick & Turken, 2002). As a result,

the activation of secondary motor areas during concurrent cognitive

control may signal an “initiation” or “inhibition” command to exert on

the primary motor cortex based on the active inputs from dACC. The

STG, cuneus, and lingual gyrus are key areas for auditory and visual

perceptions in humans. The activation of these regions is considered

to be related to an amplification of neural representations of task-

relevant perceptual information, possibly due to the attentional modu-

lation to boost salient stimuli for resolution of stop trials (Danielmeier,

Eichele, Forstmann, Tittgemeyer, & Ullsperger, 2011; Egner &

Hirsch, 2005; Li, Huang, Constable, & Sinha, 2006; Stewart, Shen,

Sham, & Alain, 2020; S. Zhang & Li, 2012). The activation of cerebel-

lum during poststop monitoring tracks well with its role as an “error
processing hub” of the brain. In particular, the cerebellar Purkinje cells

receive and integrate information coming from the cerebral cortex,

encode mismatch and errors in the received information, modify their

firing rates, and elicit bottom-up projections to convey corrected sig-

nals back to the cerebrum (Diedrichsen, King, Hernandez-Castillo,

Sereno, & Ivry, 2019; Herzfeld, Kojima, Soetedjo, & Shadmehr, 2018;

Kostadinov, Beau, Blanco-Pozo, & Hausser, 2019;

Schmahmann, 2019). Therefore, the activation of cerebellum during

poststop but not concurrent cognitive control may suggest its specific

function in resolving conflicts and adjusting behaviors.

Our findings showing that concurrent activations significantly

predicted poststop activations in the lPFC and IPL during both correct

and incorrect responses are broadly consistent with the conflict the-

ory (Carter & van Veen, 2007). These results not only support the pre-

vious hypothesis that the activation of dACC detects incongruent

information and further recruits the lPFC to resolve conflicts (Kerns

et al., 2004; MacDonald 3rd et al., 2000), but also extend the hypoth-

esis to a broader set of regions covering the cingulo-opercular and

fronto-parietal networks. Beyond the traditionally focused dACC and

lPFC, it is likely that the activations in the cingulo-opercular network

generally serve as a guide signal to recruit the fronto-parietal network

during poststop trials, and such mechanism is likely to be involved in

both correct cognitive control and error processing.

Intriguingly, the cerebellum appears to be a major region whose

poststop activation is differentially correlated with activations of con-

current performance monitoring between correct and incorrect

responses, suggesting distinct neural mechanisms underlying the

processing of correct and erroneous information in the cerebellum.

Importantly, the results suggest that the cerebellar activation during

poststop monitoring is likely to be driven by two competing systems

depending on the involved situation. In case of correct response, the

cerebellar is primarily activated by the preceding activations in the

cingulo-opercular network, while the connectivity from the lPFC to

cerebellum is inhibited. This may facilitate the consistency of ongoing

behaviors and stabilize task response given prior success. In contrast,

in case of erroneous response, the input from the cingulo-opercular

network is diminished while the connectivity from the lPFC to cere-

bellum is excited. This may convey a top-down error signal instructing

the cerebellum for error correction and behavioral adjustment.

Together, these observations may suggest competitive top-down con-

trols between the cingulo-opercular network and fronto-parietal net-

work over the cerebellum, in order to achieve a functional balance for

maintaining stability and flexibility of cognitive behaviors (Dosenbach

et al., 2007, 2008). These observations are also consistent with the

proposed theory of the cerebellum as a supervised learning system

whose function is guided by signal inputs from the cerebral cortex

(Doya, 2000; Ramnani, 2014).

It should be noted that, while cognitive control includes multiple

cognitive components and can be examined with a variety of tasks

and multiple imaging modalities, the results of this study are based on

a particular fMRI stop-signal task. Thus, it would be useful to examine

generalizability of the findings in other studies with different task par-

adigms and imaging modalities. For instance, neural signals related to

conflict-related cognitive monitoring have been demonstrated to be

affected by conflict frequency and intensity during the task

(M. Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell, Carter, & Cohen, 1999; Braver, Barch,

Gray, Molfese, & Snyder, 2001; Jones, Cho, Nystrom, Cohen, &

Braver, 2002; Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, van den Wildenberg, &

Ridderinkhof, 2003). Since these factors are fixed and cannot be eval-

uated in the present study, our results may to certain degree be lim-

ited by the employed experimental parameters.

To sum up, the present data extend the previous findings in cog-

nitive control by showing temporally separable and associated mecha-

nisms underlying concurrent, postsuccess, and posterror performance

monitoring in humans. While the findings still merit replication in

future studies, these results provide initial evidence for the differential

roles of cognitive control regions in subserving goal-directed behav-

iors. In addition, given common dysfunction of the cognitive control

networks and cerebellum cross psychiatric disorders (H. Cao

et al., 2018; Elliott, Romer, Knodt, & Hariri, 2018; Sha, Wager, Mech-

elli, & He, 2019; Shanmugan et al., 2016), these findings may also

offer some useful implications for clinical research, and may help bet-

ter interpret identified neural changes in patients and refine behav-

ioral correlates of neuropathology among illnesses.
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